
Checked Out Bring it to the
Table
So  I heard about Bring it to the Table for a few days now and I finally
got around to watching it. Oh sweet goodness this was amazing in all the
wrong ways though it was just about exactly what I was expecting. This
was half an hour of WWE giving us their official line on almost
everything and the big theme is pretty much “you don’t work for WWE and
therefore you have no opinion.”

A few highlights:

JBL says WWE is better than UFC in the pay per view market because UFC
runs big star vs. big star at every pay per view. I think this one speaks
for itself.

Also, Raw needs to be three hours and fans need to stop complaining if
they say it’s too long because money money money money money. The host,
who is supposed to be the voice of the fan, says it’s a bit much to watch
and JBL/Heyman just unload on him, basically saying he has no idea what
he’s talking about and has no right to question WWE’s stance on anything.

EVERYTHING WWE does is positive no matter what. Like, everything. 205
Live airing after Smackdown is great because JBL and Undertaker used to
work dark matches or something, meaning the fans won’t be going anywhere
and shouldn’t complain about the tapings going on for so long.

Overall, this is about what you had to expect. WWE has never been a
company that is going to pretend ANYONE else has an opinion (save for
when HHH said Raw would be better at two hours on the Austin podcast) but
this was pretty ridiculous. It was basically WWE covering its ears and
shouting “LALALA WE CAN’T HEAR YOU BECAUSE WE’RE WWE AND NO ONE CAN TOUCH
US!”. It was really entertaining to see WWE twist everything around like
this and offer no alternative perspectives whatsoever. I’d watch it again
just for the sake of the laughs but if you want a real discussion about
issues, go somewhere else.
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